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ABSTRACT 

01 ivine tholeiites, the youngest Tertiary units (8- 10.6 My) 

at five widely spaced localities in northern Nevada, are geo

logically related to the basalts of the Snake River Plain, Idaho. 

to the north--and arechanicallys imi Jar to ocean ridge basalts {ORB). 

The measured large-ion lithophile (LIL) element concentrations 

( 0.17- 0.45~~ 1<.20, 1.9- 6.2 ppm Rb, 140- 240 ppm sr) overlap 

the range reported for ORB. Three of the five samples have 

a low, unfractionated rare earth element (REE) patterns, the 

other two show moderate 1ight-REE enrichment. Barium concen-

tration is high and variabl~ (100- 780 ppm) and does not cor

relate with other LIL elements. The rocks have 
87sr/ 86sr = 0.7052,-0.7076, considerably higher than ORB 

(-0.702- 0.703). These samples are chemica_) ly distinct from 

(i.e., less alkalic) but Sr-isotopicaJJy simil~r to olivi_ne 

* Supported in part by the u.s. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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tholeiites from the adjacent Sr1ake River Plain, and contain 

distinctly more-radiogenic Sr than the basalts from the adjacent Great 

Basin. About 10 b.y. would be requ~red for the mean measured Rb/Sr 

(~0.02)of these sampl~s to generate,in a clo~ed system, t~e 

radiogenic Sr.they contain. The geochemistry of these basalts 

makes crustal contamination seem unlikely. If the magma is 

uncontaminated, the time-averaged Rb/Sr of the source material 

must have been ~0.04. Thus, a significant decrease in Rb/Sr 

of the source material (~a factor of 2) most probably occurred 

in the relatively recent (~to9 y) past. Such a decrease of 

Rb/Sr in the mantle could accompany LIL element depletion pro

duced by an episode of partial melting and magma extraction. 

By contrast, the source material of the ocean ridge basalts 

appears to have been depleted early in the earth's hlstory. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Basalts in the ocean basins exhibit a generally positive cor

relation between lurge-ion lithophile element (LIL) concentration 

und 87sr!86 sr ratio (e.g., Peterman and Hedge, 1971 ). This presum-

ably results from the fact that in general a more LIL-rich source 

mantle has a higher Rb/Sr ratio, generating in time a higher 87 sr!86sr 

ratio. The ocean ridge basalts (ORB) are the most depleted in LJL 

elements and contain the least-radioge~ic Sr. 

An earlier reconnaissance study· (McKee and Mark, 1971) indicated 

the presence of LIL-depleted, ORB-like olivine tholeiites with 

high 87sr/86sr ratios in norther~ Nevada. Similar basalt flows 

are the youngest rocks across a wide region of the northern part 

of the Great Basin in northeastern Nevada. These flows overlap 

a variety of older rock types typical of the Basin and Range pro

vince to the south. In a geologic sense these flows are the 

southern distal edge of the extensive basaltic provinces to the 

north, the Snake River and Columbia River provinces, and are not 

part of the Basin and Range volcanic suite. The volcanic rocks 

from these two regions (Snake River-Columbia River; Basin and 

Range) contrast in a number of ways probably reflecting a differ~ 

ent geologic evolution, a different source and a different tectonic 
'- . sett1ng. 

·with this general geologic picture in mind we selected for 

Sr isotopic and chemical analysis five samples of basalt from 

the northe~n part of .the Great Basin, but geologically akin 

to basalts to the north., The samples, from \'Jidely separated 

localities to give maximum geographic coverage, are the youngest._ 

rocks at their ·localities. They are petrographically quite 
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similar olivine tholci ites with similar major-element chemistry. 

The rocks were dated by K-Ar methods to verify their simi

larity with respect to age (8- 10 m.y., Table 1) and contrast 

them with Basin and Range volcanic rocks in central Nevada, which 

are generally no younger than about 20 m.y. old. Strontium 

isotopic analysis was done for comparison with other basalts 

from a variety of geogr-aphic settings and as an indication of 

source and history of evolution. Rare earth element (REE) anal

ysis provided further compariso~ and constraints on an evolu-: 

t ion mode 1. 
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SAMPLES STUDIED 

Sample number 6238-2J was collected from the top of the 

Sheep Creek Range about 3•2 Km NE of the tmm of Battle Mountain 

( Fig. 1). It is the top flow in a series of flm"s that 

have an aggregate thickness of more than 300 m. The lower 

flow.s are basaltic andesite .and are about 16 m.y. old (McKee 

and Silberman, 1970); the upper flow (sample 6238-2J) yielded 

a K-Ar age of 8.5+.7m.y. (Table 1). A sample from the top flow 

collected about 11 .Km northwest. of this locality yielded a 

K-Ar age of 10.0 m.y. (McKee and Silberman, 1970). This rock, 

described by McKee and Mark (1971~ sample 1) is similar but not 

identical to sample 6238-2J in overa·11 chemistry and Sr iso

topic composition. The basalts sampled in the southern part of 

the Sheep Creek Range can be trac~d discontinuously northward 

and similar basalts occur extensively in the northernmost part 

of Nevada and north to the Snake River Plain. 

Sample 54NC93 was collected from the uppermost flow of 

three flows in the cliff on the west side of the Jarbidge River, 

just south of the Idaho state line. The flow is about 9 m 

thick, and is vesicular on top, with an irregular bottom caused 

by contemporaneous deformation. The two lower flows are re-
...:: 

spectively, 10 and 6.6 m thick. The lowest flow rests on poorly 

consolidated gravel. 

Sample E-15 was collected from a flow forming the 11 rimrock11 

on the summit of a hill oo the south side of Shoshone Creek, 

about 6.5 Km southeast of Jackpot, Nevada. 

Sample 61NC18 is from the Hat Peak quadrangle. It is from 
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the feeder dike to the basalt flow·that forms the summit of Hat 

Peak, sampled at a point 900 m west of the west boundary of the 

Duck Valley Indian Reservation and 300m north of a poor road. 

These rocks are petrographically very similar. All are holo-

~rystall ine, or almost so. All have porphyritic olivine (Fa 10) 

as much as 3 mm in diameter, with ophitic groundmass. The 

pyroxene is a pale brown augite with a 2V of about 60°; the 

plagioclase laths are zoned from about An 77 at the most calcic 

to An 52 . Groundmass olivine is interstitial to the ophitic py

roxene, and is about 0.1 mm in size. Also interstitial are 

opaque iron oxides, probably both magnetite and ilmenite, and 

apatite. Some of the rocks have clots of early-formed plagio

clase and olivine, and the prevalence of these clots may result 

in sl igh~ly :larger contents of MgO, CaD, and A1 2o
3

. 
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

Samples were spiked with 84 sr, 87Rb, and 41 K for isotopic 

dilution measurements of concentration. The isotopic analyses 

~</ere performed at UCLA on a single-filiment, 9-in, 60° mass 

spectrometer with a digital data acquisition system. Measured 

isotopic composition of Sr differs by less than 1 part in 7000 

between spiked and unspiked samples~ Sample weights were 
(86 87 50- 100 mg, and the measured blanks \. Sr ~ 0.0002 IJ.g, Rb ~ 0.000~ ug, 

K<0.03J..lg) are negligible. Random and systematic errors in con

centrations are estimated at < 1% for Sr and< 2% for Rb and K 

concentrations. 

Strontium isotopic ratios are normalized to 86sr;88sr = 0.1194. 

Frequent measurements were made on the NBS SRM 987 standard, and 

all Sr isotopic ratios are appropriately corrected to 0.71014 

(0.7080 for E and A standard) •. Errors reported are standard error 

of the mean (2a) among replicate analyses. 

Neutron ac_tivation analyses were performed on samples made 

from 100 mg of·po\-'Jdered rock mixed with 50 mg of cellulose pressed 

into pellets. The samples were irradiated along with a composite 

standard in the Berkeley Triga Reactor once for ten minutes 

and later for eight hours. A detailed description of ihe method 

along with a description of ~he s~andard material has been given 

by Perlman and Asaro (1969). 

The neutron activation analysis data is shown in table 4 along 

with the typica) precisions of the measurements. U.S.G.S. standard 

rock I~ errors include both the errors introduced by the calibrated 

standard as well as those introduced by counting statistics. In 

order to convert the 1 ist precisions to absolute 1~ errors one 
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should fold them (percentage wise) into the 10' errors for BCR-1 

(Ni and Cr are excepti6ns). ForNi and Crone should fold the 

precisions with la errors of USGS standard rock DTS-1 measured 

by this method. For Cr and Ni respectively the values are 

4384+147 and 2521+183 ppm. - -
The typical precision of·these measurements can be used for 

intercomparlson with other work if the same standard was used 

(standard pottery) or if BCR-1 and DTS-1 wer~ also meas~red. 
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The four rocks dated by K-Ar were analyzed using the standard 

procedure of the Isotope Geology Laboratory of the U.S. Geological 

Survey, Menlo Pa~k, California (Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969). 

A block weighing about 10 g \'las cut from the center of a fresh 

sample. Two pieces were removed from opposite ends of the block, 

powdered and analyzed for K2o by flame photometer using a lithium 

internal standard. The remainder (4- 6 g) was fused in the 

Ar extraction line. The Ar analyses were carried out using 

standard isotope~dilution techniques with a Nier-type 6-in. 

radius 60° sector mass spectrometer in the static mode. 

The precision of the date, shown as the~ value in Table l, is 

the analytical uncert~inty in the measurement of radiogenic 
40Ar and K in the.sample. The value is determined on the basis 

of experience with duplicate analyses in the Menlo Park labora

tories. The estimated error for the four analyses, all with 

less than 20% radiogenic 40Ar, is 6- lo<'lo of the age, higher 

error values corresponding to lower radiogenic 40Ar values. 
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PETROCHEMISTRY 

Table 2 presents the major element chemistry of the late 

Tertiary olivine tholeiites from NE Nevada. Table 3 provides 

a comparison \'lith other relevant basalt compositions. 

The samples exhibit a major-element chemistry distinct from 

that reported by Leeman and Manton (1971) for 78 Pliocene- Holocene 

olivine tholeiites from the Snake River Plain. That is, they 

are higher in s i 1 ica and 1 ower in a 1 ka 1 is, T i o2 and 

P2o5 (i.e., less alkalic). They also have more AJ 2o3 and MgO 

and less total Fe. The samples are also distinctly more mag-

nesian and Jess a 1 ka 1 i c than the 15 m.y. old Steens Basalts 

of southeastern Oregon (Gunn and Watkins, 1970). 

The basalts from this study are also distinct from Hawa i ian 

tholeiites, containing le~s Si02 and Ti0 2 and more Al
2
o

3
. They 

are similar to ocean ridge ba~alts (Cann, 1971) and low-Mg Picture 

Gorge basalt (Wright et al., 1973) and almost identical to sample 

No. 88 ("most primitive") from the Santa Rosa Range, Humboldt 

Co., Nevada analyzed by LeMasurier (1968)~. ~ 

The bulk of the late Cenozoic basalts from the adjacent 

Basin-Range province analyzed by Leeman and Rogers (1970) are 

alkali-olivine basalts. They do however report an average compo

sition of three Basin-Range olivine tholeiites which is very 

similar to the o.livine tholeiites from :this study. 

On the basis of rare earth element (REE) contents the basalt 

samples fall into two groups (Fig. 2, Table 4). In one group 

(E-15,·6238-2J; SLrNC93; referred to as ·tiJo~tJ REE"), the chondrite 
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normalized r-EE pattern shows only minor 1 ight REE enrichment 

and about ten times chondritic concentrations. Such a pattern 

overlaps those reported for ocean ridge basalts (Schilling, 

1971), a 1 though 1 ack i ng the common 1 y occurring 1 i ght REE de

pletion~ The pattern is almost identical to those report~d 

for i s 1 and a r c tho 1 e i i t e s ( J a ke s and G i 1 1 , 1 9 7 0 ) • The o the r 

group (61NC18,62NC133; referred to as "high REE'') show a 

marked 1 ight REE enrichment typical of continental plateau tho

leiites (e.g., Schil I ing, 1971). The Lower Picture Gorge basalts 

have a pattern intermediate between the two groups (H.V. Schmincke 

and H.R. Bowman,, unpublished data, 1973). The uranium and thor

ium concentrations of the "low REE" group are comparable to values 

from island arc tholeiites (Jake~ and White, 1972). These con

centrationsin the "high REE" samples are more typical 

of continental tholeiites (e.g. Osawa and Gales, 1969; Lipman· 

et at, 1973). The other LIL elements generally correlate with 

the REE, but Sa is an exception {Fig. 3). Barium concentrations 

are variable, with no correlation to other Lit elements. The Ba 

concentrations are much greater than those commonly reported for 

ORB, and some are even high for island arc tholeiites (e.g., Jake's 

and Gill, 1970; Nicholls and Islam, 1971; Philpotts et al., 1971). 
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RESULTS AND DI'SCUSSION 

The Rb, Sr, K concentrations and 87 sr!86sr ratios of the 

five samples studied are presented in Table 3. 

The basalts from NE Nevada generally contain less K, Rb 

and Sr than do the tholeiites from the Snake River Plain 

(Leeman and Manton, 1971). Two of the five basalts studied fall 

within the range of K, Rb, and Sr typical of ocean ridge basalts •. 

Two others have LIL element concentrations overlapping the low 

end of the range reported for the tholeiites from the Snake 

River Plain. 

As a result of the low Rb/Sr ratios and young age of the 

samoles the Sr isotopic ratios measured are initial values. 
' ' 

The 87sr/86sr range for the tholeiites from NE Nevada 

(0.7052-0.7076) is almost identical to the range reported by 

Leeman and Manton (1971) for the tholeiites from the adjacent 

Snake River Plain to the north (Fig. 1). They are consider

ably more radiogenLc than are the basalts from the adjacent 
~ 

Basin-Range province to the west and south .(C.E. Hedge and D. 

C. Noble, unpublished data, 1970; Leeman, 1970; Hedge and Noble, 

1971; Noble et al., 1973), where the Sr isotopic compositions 

are in the range reported for oceanic basalts (generally 

0.703- 0.705). High (-1200 ppm) Sr basalts from southwestern 

.Nevada and east-central California have Sr isotopic ratios compar-

able to those reported here (0.706- 0.707) (Hedge and Noble, 

1971). Thesebasalts are also more radiogenic than the chemically. 

similar. Lower Picture Gorge basalts (0.7035- 0.704, McDougall,~ 

1974). 

Both Hedge and Noble (1971) a~d Leeman and Manton (1971) 

argue convincingly that the high 87sr!86 sr ratios are due to a 
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radiogenic source (mantle) rather than crustal contamination. 

In the former case, this conclusion is largely based upon geo

physical evidence for the lack of a sialic crust and in the lat-

ter case upon the very high Sr contents, low Rb/Sr ratios, and 

lack of correlation between Sr concentrations, Rb/Sr ratios and 

Sr isotopic ratios. 

The scatter 1n Sr isotopic ratios measured for the five 

samples (and the tholeiites from the Snake River Plain; Leeman 
I 

and M~nton, 1971) fall well outside the range of experimental 

error. Scatter of this type could be due to either crustal 

contamination or mantle inhomogeneity. The high Ba concentration 

may also -be indicative of some form of contamination. There 

is a weak correlation between Ba and 87sr/86sr (Fig. 3) but 

the lack of correlation between Sr concentration and composition 

(Fig. 4) argues against a contamination model, as does the lack 
) 

of correlation of Ba with other LIL elements (K, Rb, REE). 

In addition, the low LIL element concentrations (particularly Rb, K, U 

~nd Th)indicate that crustal contamination by LIL-rich rocks did 

not take place. If, however, contamination with radiogenic 
87sr did occur, it must have somehow been separated from its 

parental Rb. We have observed no petrographic evidence for 

crustal contamination. While some unusual form of contamination 

cannot be entirely ruled out, the high Sr isotopic ratios most 

probably reflect that of the source mant·le. 
I 

With due regard for the fact that Rb concentration can vary 

widely within a single lava flow (Hart et al., 1971). it is 

important to note that the Rb/Sr ratios of the five basalts studied 
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is such that they all plot well to the left of the 4.6 x 109 

year i soch ron (Fig. 5) • I t wou 1 d take 6-14 x. 1 o9 years for the 

present Sr isotopic ratios to evolve, in situ,.from the primordial 

value of 0.699. 

The source mater~al for these basalts almost certainly must 

have had a Rb/Sr ratio less than or equal to the basalts, ~s both 

partial melting and fractional crystallization tend to increase 

this ratio (Gast, 1963; Hedge and Noble, 1971). In the case 

of low LIL tholeiites, generated by significant degrees of par

tial melting of an ultramafic source, almost all of the LIL 

elements will go into the melt (Kay et al., 1970). Such basalts, 

if relatively undifferentiated, will have Rb/Sr ratios approxi-

mately equal to that of their source. In this case the source 

(mantle) for the samples must have had a mean Rb/Sr ratio of 

0.019 when the basalts were formed. Such a Rb/Sr ratio would 

have only evolved a 87sr/86sr ratio of only 0.7025 since the 

earth was formed. 

Single state evolution of these basalts from an initial 

Sr isotopic ratio of 0~699 in 4.6~ 109 years would ·have re

quired a time-averaged Rb/Sr ratio of 0.033-0.046 (mean-v0.040}. 

(Fig.6). Peterman and Hedge (1971) suggest that undepleted 

oceanic mantle might have a Rb/Sr ratio as high as 0.04. "Average" 

oceanic mantle must have a time-averaged Rb/Sr ratio -0.024 to 

produce oceanic bas~lts with a mean 87sr!86sr-0.7035. It can 

thus be inferred·that the Rb-.Srsystematics of the basalts from 

NE Nevada require at least a two stage model to account for thei--r 

Rb/Sr and 8 7sr!86sr ratios. If the source mantle were depleted 
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in LIL elements in the relatively recent past (prior to the 

generation of the basalts) then the Rb/Sr ratio must have been 

reduced by about a factor of 2. If the depletion oc~urred early 

in the earth's history, a greater degree of Rb-Sr fractionation 

is implied, requiring a mantle with a very high initial Rb/Sr 

ratio. If such a mantle ever did exist, it must not have sur

vived into ·later earth history. Otherwise we .would expect to 

find uncontaminated basalts with 87s(86sr >>0.708. Alternatively, 

the mantle Rb/Sr may have been gradually decreasing through 

time, due to a quasi-continuous depletion process (Hart, 1969). 

If a·single depletion episodehad occurred lx109 years ago, the 

time-averaged Rb/Sr ratio in th~ maMtle would have had to have 

been 0.039- 0.056 (mean 0.046). On the basis of analogous systema

tics for the high-Sr basalts from southwestern Nevada and east

central California Hedge and Noble (1971) suggest a Rb/Sr ratio 

as high as 0.055 for the source mantle before a pre-Cambrian 

depletion. Such high Rb/Sr ratios may be indicative of Lll 

enrichment in the mantle. 

The depletions required to produce these basalts are anal

ogous to that required to produce ocean rfdge basalts (T~ts~oto 

et a 1., 1965; Peterman and Hedge, 1971). In that case, however, 

87sr/86sr ratios are low, ~nd therefore the depletion must 

have occurred much earlier in the earth's history (Fig. 6). 

To produce the high 87sr;86sr basalts, a depletion must have 

occurred late in the earth's history, and pqssibly an enrich

ment in LIL elements above the mean mantle concentrations may 

also have occurred at a much earlier time. The tholeiites from 
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NE Nevada were then presumably produced by a large degree of 

partial melting of recently dcp~eted mantle and the high-Sr 

basalts from SW Nevada by a smaller degree of partial melting 

(Kay ~tal., 1970; Hadge and Noble, 1971). 
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Table K-Ar ages and analytical dc.ta of 4 late Tettiary o1·ivine basalts from northetn Nevada 

Sample number 

general locality 

E-15 
(Shoshone Creek) 

54-NC-93 
(Buck Creek) 

61-NC-18 
4-lat· Peak) 

6238-2J 
(Sheep Creek 

Range) 

Locality 

(lat N) K20 

( 1 ong W) (weight percent) 

41°57°0011 0.20 
114°35'54" 

41°59'4.8" 0.19 
115°25'24" 

41°54'00" o. 35. 
116°37'05" 

40°50'36" 0.34 
116°37'15" 

Constants used: -10 -1 Xe • 0.585Xl0 Yr 

/ 

,. 

XS a. 4.72Xl0-10 Yr-l 

40 -4 K /K total = 1.19Xl0 moles/ 1 mo es 

Ar
40

radx 

lo-12mo1e per g 

2.428 

2.196 

5.494 

4.265 

,~ 0 
Ar 1 rad 

Ar40total 

13.1 

19.7 

6.5 

9.7 

Apparent ·age 
(rn.y.). 

+ values explained in 
text 

8.2+0.6 

7.9+0.5 

10.6+1.0 

8.5+0.7 

_; 



Table 2. Major element chemistry of olivine tholeiites from 
northeastern Nevada. · 

SI02 

A1 2o3 

Fe2o3 

FeO 

K20 

H20+ 

H
2
0-

Ti02 

P205 

HnO 

E15 

48.00 

16.96(17.0) 

2.41 
(UeO 9.61) 

7.48 

8.80 

12.02 

2.09(2.17) 

• 16 

. 24 

• 21 

1.21(1.19) 

• 14 

.18(.174) 

co2 .01 

CJ .01 

F .02 

Subtotal 99.94 

Jess 0 .OJ 

TQTAL 99.93 

6238-2J 

47.4 

16.7(17.3) 

1.4. 
(9.52) 

8.1 

9.3 

11.3 

2.1 ( 2.49) 

.34 

.44 

.21 

1.2(1.16) 

.24 

.19( .177) 

. 98.9 

54NC93 61NC18 66NC133 

48.11 47.88 

16.81(16.8) 15.68(15.5) (15.1±.5) 

1.36 
(9.36) 

8 .. 32 

9.65 

11.98 10.70 

2.13(2.20) 2.44(2.49) (2.21±.04) 

.15 

.14 

.08 

.96(.95) 

.09 

.18(.183) 

• oo 

.oo 

.oz 

99 •. 98 

.• 01 

99.97 

.38 

.3~ 

• 21 

1.74(1.80) (.79±.03) 

.26 

.19(.187) (.182±.004~ 

.01 . 

.00 

.03 

99.86 

.01 

99.85 

Analyses of E15, 54NC93, .and 61NC18 are st3ndard rock analyses by Edythe 
Engleman; L. c. Peck project leader. · 

Analysis 6238-2J is a rapid rock analysis. . . . 

Values in parentheses ·are neutron acti-vation analyses calibrated against 
.USGS standard rocks. 



lable ~ Campa r i son of: chem i C.J 1 ~nalysi~ of olivfne tholeiites \·'1 i th :;. 
analysis of other relcv"nt basalts. 

2 3. 4 2 6 I 8 

Si0
2

' L•8. 5 48.3 49.6+0.7' 48. 1 49. 1 47.0 49.5 48.5 

AJ 2o
3 

16.9 1 5. 8 . 16. 0+0. 9 16.3 16.0 15.1 13.9 16.7 

ueO 9.5 11.4 11 . 5+ 1 . 3 9.8 9.7 13.5 11 . 2 12.4 

~gO 9.2 8.4 7.8+0.9 8.5 9. 1 7.6 8.4 5.9 

CaO 1 2. 1 10.8 11 . 3+0. 6 11. 1 11.8 10.0 I 10.3 9.4 

Na 2o 2. 1 2.5 2.8+0.3 2.6 2.2 2.5 2.2 3.2. 

K
2
0 0.22 0.38 0.22+0.12 0.41 0.17 0.61 0.4 1.0, 

Ti0
2 0.95 1. 76 1 .4+0. 3 1 • 1 1.1 2.7 2.5 2.2 

P205 0. 1 5 0.26 0. 14+0. 07 0.17 0.09 0.58 0.3 0.4 1 

t-VlO 0. 18 0. 19 0. 18+0 .04 0.15 0.19 0. 20 0.2 0. 1 3 

1. Low REE Group (3), olivine tholeiites, northeastern Nevada, this 
study. 

2. High REE Group (1), olivine tholeiite, northeastern Nevada, this 
study. 

9 

. 51 . 1 

1 5. 5 

11.2 

6.7 

10.2 

2.9 

0.57 

1.55 

0.22 

o. 20 

3. Ocean floor basalts, 94 selected analyses, +one standard deviation, 
Cann ( 1971) . 

4. 01 ivine tholeiites (3), basin-range, Leeman and Rogers (1970). 

5. Sample 88 ("most primitive11
), Santa Rosa volcanics, Nevada, 

LeMa sur i er ( 1968). 

6. Olivine tholeiites {78), Snake River Plain, Idaho, Leeman and 
Manton (1971). · . 

7. Tholeiites and olivine tholeiites, Hawaiian lavas, MacDonald (1968). 

8. Steens basalts, Group E{16), Southeastern Oregon, Gunn and Watkins(1970). 

9. High-Mg Picture Gorge basalts, Wright and others (1973). 



i • 

Table 4. Concentrations of Ba, REE, and other minor elements by 
instrumental neutron activation analysis. Standard rock 
(BCR-1) is included for comparison. 

8C1 

La 

Ce 

Nd 

Sm 

Eu 

Tb 

Dy 

Yb 

Lu 

Hf 

cr. 

Co 

Ni 

Sc 

u 

Th 

V. 

Ta 

Zn 

6238-2J 54NC93 61NC18 62NC133 Typical ~ BCR-1 

781 152 

6.4 6.6 

12.8 14.8 

10.1 8.2 

2.43 2.72 

1 . 06 1 . 1 2 

0.48 0.52 

3.82 4.27 

2. 36 2. 8l 

0.358 0.424 

1 • 64 1 • 83 

342 306 

1350 1370 

50.0 44.4 

150 1 20 

40.5 45.2 

0.152 0.302 

0.47 0.56 

320 

0.257 

100 

340 

0.284 

95 

105 

5.2 

12.2 

10.3 

2.37 

0.98 

0.50 

4.09 

2.77 

0.368 

1.90 

427 

1420 

53.2 

200 

47.2 

0. 122 

0. 51 

365 

0.204 

95 

427 373 

13.5 16.4 

30.1 33.9 

20. 2 1 9. 8 

4. 50 4. 61 

1 • 61 1 . 64 

0.91 0.73 

5.86 5.14 

3. 15 2. 68 

0.481 0.364 

3.32 2.77 

369 539 

1480 1435 

50.0 48.4 

105 120 

39.4 38.5 

0.330 0.384 

1 • 06 1 • 08 

350 ~20 

0.585 0.508 

135 130 

.. 

14 690+33 

0.4 25.3+0.5 

0.7 55.5+1.6 

1.5 30.5+2'.2 

0.02 6.37±.13 

0.02 2.00±.05 

0.03 0.99±.13 

0.20 6.33±.33 

0.05 3.64+.08 

o~o19 o.s38+.026 

0 • 1 1 5 . 1 9+ . 38 

8 15±5 

30 l399+35 

0.7 38.02±.46 

25 15+1 0 

0.2 34.53±-.58 

0.023 1.65+.06 

0.13 6.07±.20 

50 480+60 

0.004 0.717±.020 

9 150+2 t 

The typical ~ involves only the precJston of the measurements. The 
errors on the BCR-1 standard rock included the calibration errors 
introduced by our standard as well as the statistical errors introduced 
by counting radioactivity. 



Table 5. ·K, Rb, Sr concentr~tions and ·sr isotopic composition of 
samples measured by isotope dilution mass spectroscopy. 

E15 62~8- 2J 24NC93 61NC18 62NC133 

lsotoQe 0 i 1 uti on 
K 1627 2897 1386 3470 3744 

Rb 2.63 3.42 1 • 92 5.88 6. 20 

Sr 183 231 139 239 . 239 

K/Rb 619 847 722 590 604 

Rb/Sr .0144 .0148 .0138 .0246 .0259 
87sr/86sr .7076+1 .7052.±,1 .7064±_1 .7056+3 .7069.±,1 ( +20') 



CAPT I o·Ns 

Figure 1. Location map showing 87srJ86sr ratios and K-Ar 

ages of samples. Regional data from Leeman and 

Manton (1971), McKee and Mark (1971), and Noble 

et al. (1973). 

Figure 2. · Chondrite normalized rare earth element patterns 

plotted against atomic number. 

F . 3 PI f 87 s 186 . B · ( ) tgure • ot o r · Sr agatnst a concentration ppm . 

Also indicated are K20 concentration and REE group. 

Note lack of correlation of Ba with other LIL ele-

ments. 

Figure 4. Plot of 87srJ86sr against Sr concentration (ppm). 

Circles are olivine tholeiites from the Snake River 

Plain, (Leeman and Manton, 1971; adjusted to 0.7080 

for theE and A standard). Squares are olivine tho

leiites from northeastern Nevada {this study). 

Figure 5. Strontium isochron diagram showing that the samples 

studied plot well to the left of the 4.6 b.y. ''geochron". 

Figure 6. Strontium evolution diagram showing increase of 
87s~86sr with time from the primordial value of 

0.699. Growth curve slopes are proportional to the 

Rb/Sr ratio of the systems 
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plotted against atomic number. 
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ments. 



Figure.4. Plot of 87sr!86sr against Sr concentrDtion (ppm);

Circles Drc ol ivinc tholeiites from the Snake River 

Pl~in, (Leeman ilnd M~nton, 1971; adjusted to 0.7080 

for the E and A sttmdard). Squares ar~~ ol ivinc tho-

l~i i t~s fro ... nort!H!d5tcrn t·levad., (thi!> studv). 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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